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  “Edge of a Dream” is a photographic series using both film and digital 
mediums to explore the moments right as a dream is ending and before you wake up. I 
chose this theme for my series after waking up one morning in the middle of a dream. I 
was awake and aware, but I could not remove myself from the dream. I decided to use 
this project as an opportunity to explore that state and attempt to understand how our 
minds create dreams in the first place. Each image uses a different set of surreal methods 
to recreate photographic representations of my dreams, and while all the images have 
elements of surrealism, I use it in a variety of ways to represent the range of dreams I 
have had. Some images present the creepy side of my dreams, some present the child-like 
quality, and some take on the burden of stress that defines itself in my sleep. As with 
many dreams, further inspection of the images reveals a higher level of disconnect with 
reality. Mordancage is one of my favorite methods for representing the deterioration of 
dreams as I wake up. As the photo is soaked in multiple chemical baths, the densest 
layers of the image begin to peel up and displace, causing the image to distort and 
redistribute that information, blurring the lines between the dream world and reality. I 
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pia refers to the sem










Image 2: Fugue. Fugue refers to “a period during which a person experiences loss of memory, 









ractured Self. In dream
s, w
e are constantly piecing together fragm
ents of ourselves and our experiences that in reality 
























Image 5: Melding Perceptions. This image represents how multiple styles and views meld 





























































Image 7: Lucid Dreaming. Lucid dreaming refers to a state where the sleeper is aware a dream is 
taking place but will not leave the dream state (Pacheco, 2020). The male figure appears to be 
debating which direction to take. As in dreams, the deeper viewers look into the image, the 



























Image 9: Realization. Sometimes while dreaming, we realize that what is occurring in the dream 






























Image 11: Temptation of Imagination. In this image, the child is being tempted away from the 












age 12: Layers of P
erception. In this im
age, m
asks bearing the sam
e expression hang in front of a featureless face, 
representing how
 characters in our dream








lurred Lines. In this im
age, the figure is blurred betw
een positions to represent how
 w
e are slow













s. In this im
age, the scene appears to be m
aterializing as film
s of density com








Image 15: Warping. In this image, the figure seems to be dissolving and warping as is he is 










biguity. In this im
age, the figures, although distinct, are created from






































Image 17: Stages of Waking. 
This set of images represents 
the experience of dreaming 
while you wake up. 
Sometimes the information is 
clear, but there are often 





Image 18: Dream Creation. This image represents how our mind abstracts pieces of information 






Image 19: Escaping Emotions. This image represents how our dreams interpret emotions that we 









randeur. In this im
age, a figure is m
aterializing from
 thin air to blow
 the stars and m
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